
All in one Blu-Ray Player and High Definition Digital Video 
Recorder, Twin Tuner, 500GB HDD 



 Full High Definition Quality 

 500Gb Built in Hard Drive 

 Twin Tuner 

 Smart Series Record 

 BluRay Player 

 7 Day EPG with Keyword Search 

 MPEG-4 Compatible 

 Multiple outputs 

 Plus more additional features 



 The SRT 6500  supports video resolution 

1080i/p/720p/576p/i. This means it will work on 

the latest HD Panel TVs, even 3D TVs but it will 

also work on older TV, as long as it has at least 

the red, yellow and white connections 

(Composite). 

 Super sensitive tuner means that your STRONG 
DVR can pick up in even weak signal areas. 



 The SRT 6500  comes with a built in 500GB Hard 
Drive, this will record approximately 60 hours in 
HD or 250 hours SD 

 Twin Tuner; record two shows while watching 
another (from 2 networks), with adjustable auto 
padding, even on SSR - so you don’t miss the 
end of show. 

 Record to external USB Hard Drive for even 
more storage. You can copy from internal to 
external Hard Drive, or use external Hard Drive 
as default drive for recording. 



The SRT 6500 features Smart Series Record* 

 You can record every episode of your favorite 

TV Programs with this simple and easy DVR.  

 

* Series recording is based on EPG text broadcasted by networks. 



 The SRT 6500  comes with a built in 2D BluRay 
Player 

 You can use BluRay, DVD and CDs 

 You can even watch a Disc while you are 

Recording 2 TV Programs. 



 The SRT 6500  comes with a built 7 Day 
Electronic Program Guide (EPG) 

 One Touch Recording 

 You can set recordings and program 

reminders from EPG, as well as extend 

recording times. 

 Keyword Search function for looking up 

program names 



 MPEG-4 Compatible simply means that it will 
play all current broadcasts (MPEG-2) and the 
new 3D broadcasts (MPEG-4). This means that 
you can record and playback any 3D TV 
broadcasts on a 3D TV. 

 Of course it will easily record 
standard MPEG-2 coverage. 

 In the event that broadcasters  
show more MPEG-4 programming 
you will also be covered 

** BluRay Player is NOT 3D 



 The SRT 6500  has multiple outputs so you can 

connect to almost any TV; 

 HDMI, Component, Composite, and Optical 

Digital Audio 

 



 Pause and rewind Live TV 

 Chase Play, watch the start of a recorded 

program while it’s still recording. 

 Adjustable Time Shift (can be turned on or 

off),  

 Ad skip, adjustable to 30secs, 1 or 2 min  

 Timer recordings; once, daily, weekly etc. 

 Multimedia playback via USB; AVI, JPEG, MP3, DIVX, 

MKV and more. 

 



The SRT 6500  has multiple outputs so you can 

connect to almost any TV; 

 Connect aerial cable from wall to unit. 1 

 Easiest connection is via HDMI; connect 

cable(not supplied) straight from DVR to TV, 

select HDMI input on TV and then auto scan 

channels, and that’s it! 

1 



 Connect aerial cable from wall to unit. 1 

 Connect the Component cable (not 

supplied)Video via Red, Green & Blue, then 

Audio via Red & White sockets straight from 

DVR to TV, select AV input on TV and then 

auto scan channels. 

1 



1 

 Connect aerial cable from wall to unit. 1 

 Connect Video via Yellow, then Audio via 

Red & White sockets straight from DVR to TV, 

select AV/Video input on TV and then auto 

scan channels. 



The SRT 6500 comes complete with the 

following; 

 1 x Digital Video Recorder/ BluRay 

 1 x User Manual & Installation Guide 

 1 x AV Leads (composite) 

 1 x Remote and batteries 



For more Information visit our website; 

 

www.strong.com.au 

 

 

60 Wedgewood Rd, Hallam, VIC. 3803 

Ph: 03 8795 7990, Fax: 03 8795 7991 

E-mail: sales@strong.com.au 

http://www.strong.com.au/
http://www.strong.com.au/

